
BUFFALO



Buffalo Hunts

C L A S S I C  A F R I C A N  S A F A R I S  W I T H O U T  C O M P R O M I S E







Weighing in excess of 1500 pounds the Cape

Buffalo is by far the most hunted member of the

Big 5. Many a dream of an African Safari involves

the hunting of a Cape Buffalo and its reputation

has held the respect of many a veteran hunter as

well as a novice.

 

Also known as “Africa’s Black Death,” the Cape

Buffalo is an admirable adversary that requires a

well placed shot to bring down. Having an

average charging speed of about 50 feet per

second, a hunters available response time from 65

feet is only 1.28 seconds and for that reason you

want to be confident your first shot is the best

shot.

 

Many times are seen feeding in the distance and

from there, you must carefully plan an approach.

Often you find their tracks and then you must put

your trust in the trackers to find them. This is for

most, what makes a Buffalo hunt so rewarding

and often to only hear the thunder of hooves as

they have seen you long before you spotted them.

Persistence pays off and you come eye to eye with

a Buffalo in the thick stuff.





The most common calibers we see for

Buffalo will be the 375 and the 416. We

prefer you to shoot the one that you are

the most comfortable and accurate with.

Your bullet will have to go through thick

skin, heavy bone and muscle and

therefore recommend well constructed

bullets like the Barnes X or Swift A

Frame. Most follow up shots are with

solids.

 

Buffalo are normally found in herds, as

small as 10-15 animals and as large as

few hundred, bulls often hang around

together in groups of 2-5, and then there

are the lone old “Dagga Bulls” that are

covered in mud and prefer a life of

solitude. Because of their bulk they are

perfect to use as bait for Lion and

Leopard. 





If a Classic African Safari without Compromise is

your dream then let Madubula Safaris and

Zambia make that  dream a reality. The areas

are huge, wild, unpredictable and challenging.

Kneeling respectfully next to your downed bull

you reflect back on an inner instinct, a feeling of

gratefulness and accomplishment and a feeling

of “Yes, I do believe I would like to do it again...”



Contact us for a detailed proposal

and to get your safari set up

ZAMBIA

10-day buffalo hunt $18,800

Buffalo trophy fee $4,250

license fee $1,000

 

PRICING

SOUTH AFRICA

Buffalo daily rates $950 per day

Trophy fees as follows:

Up to 43 7/8” $22,000

44 - 46 7/8” $29,000

Over 47” On Request

 



www.madubula.com

safaris@madubula.com

"May the Lord bless you and keep you."
Numbers 6:24

"May the Lord bless you and keep you." 
Numbers 6:24

www.madubula.com 
safaris@madubula.com


